Purpose. Devising a new formula for equalizing scores in 75 kg and 105 kg weight classes. Basic procedures. The gathered material consisted of particular body mass data and Olympic weightlifting scores of 54 women in 48-75 kg weight classes, and of 63 men in 56-105 kg weight classes, obtained at international competitions in years 2008-2013; as well as of 145 women and 211 men in over -75 kg and over-105 kg weight classes, from the same time period. A third factor was taken into consideration, namely the difference between the score and body mass. By means of power iteration, coefficients and their conversion to kilograms were selected. Equalized scores were arrived at by multiplying both elements.
Introduction
In weightlifting, to select the triumphing contestant (regardless of their weight class) and to score a team competition, score equalization is used. In 1979, the International Weightlifting Federation chose coefficients devised by Sinclair as a method of selecting the best weightlifter both at World Championships and the Games. Sinclair's tables are still used today, in a version for the years 2013-2016. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, two papers devoted to assessing results of handicapped weightlifters [2, 3] introduced a better method of equalizing results than those in use, be it a method by Wilkes or Sinclair [1, 4] . The method proved useful; it has been used at events governed by International Paralympic Committee (IPC) since Australia Championships in 2003. In the rules for IPC-governed events for years 2013-2016, there is an entry on using this formula for score equalization [5] . Since Poland is planning to host the 2015 Junior World Championships in Olympic weightlifting, attempts have been made to create a formula to challenge Sinclair's tables.
Material and methods
The collected material consisted of the scores of 8 men in 56-105 kg weight classes and of 9 women in 48-75 kg weight classes from 2008-2013 Olympic Games, World Championships, from Europe and Asia.
In addition, scores (from the same time period) of 211 men in over -105 kg and of 145 women in over -75 kg weight classes were included. In categories up to 75 and 105 kg, body mass was defined as the upper limits of each category, which are identified with the measurement of this trait in many scientific papers. However, in the categories of over -75 and over -105 kg, contestants' weight given in the announcements was assumed. During the calculations, carried out at the Informatics Center of our University in collaboration with the center's manager, Krzysztof Grzegorczyk, the concept of using the third trait, i.e. the difference between these two variables, was adopted (besides body weight and score). Additional information resulting from this should contribute to a more efficient score equalization.
Calculations
Order of operations: 1. Selecting two contestants A and B, differing considerably in terms of studied traits (body mass, score). Data chosen will undergo the same operations. 2. Adoption of the initial power (z), approximately 0.5. 3. Arriving at the smallest possible difference between results A and B by means of iteration -changing the powers , in one direction or the other. 4. The arithmetic mean obtained for A and B is the coefficient for both players. 5. Last applied powers are assumed for calculating the coefficients for the entire population. 6. To find the converter adapting the obtained coefficients for the output results, one should calculate the arithmetic mean of the latter and divide it by the mean of all coefficients. 7. The equalized score for a given contestant is arrived at by multiplying a given coefficient with the converter.
Alternative models of calculating coefficients: body mass -X, score -Y, difference -Y -X, desired power -z Alternative models of calculating the coefficient Following point 5., the last found of the desired power value was used in the models. 
Results
The method of score equalization presented has been given the name "Haleczko-UPE* Formula". One of the criteria for practical utility of the score equalization model, and also of the ratio derived from the formula, is the value of the coefficient of variation of the corrected results. The closer it is to zero, the higher the quality of the model. Confirmation of assumptions about the effectiveness of the new formula lies in the value of the coefficient of variation, amounting to 0.9% among women and to 0.7% among men. The calculations made on the same material, carried out in accordance with Sinclair coefficients, resulted in higher degree of variation -3.3% among women and 1.9% among men. The differences between the score equalization using Sinclair coefficients and using Haleczko-UPE Formula are presented in graphic terms ( Fig. 1 and 2) and figures (Table. 1 and 2). Disparities in the magnitude of the arithmetic means of the scores (arrived at by means of the two methods) require correction by multiplying the obtained Haleczko-UPE Formula differences by proportions occurring between the size of the score means generated by the two calculation formulas (Haleczko--UPE Formula: 239.3 / 328.7 = 0.73, Sinclair coefficients: 359.7 / 457.6 = 0.79).
The trend to be seen on the Haleczko-UPE Formula illustration, exaggerating scores of average weight cat-* -University of Physical Education.
egories, is the consequence of there being a much larger number of players in average categories, which is associated with the normal distribution in the population. Moreover, they have the most favorable biodynamic conditions, such as those resulting from more favorable active to passive tissue ratio [2, 3] The Haleczko-UPE Formula, while elevating the equalized results in lower categories, reduces them in higher categories. The apparent underestimation of the results of the heavier category can be changed by choosing a converter of higher value. However, in this method, there occurs an actual reduction of the result in the categories of 75 kg and 105 kg. Their equalization is a difficult task that requires further action. The problem is further complicated by the value, the diversity and the configuration on the ranked score list, based on average body weight equals 164.4 kg. In evaluating the equalized results, the weight of the barbell in relation to the contestant's weight is very important. In the group closing the list, the mass of the equipment lifted was assumed as a half of the final weightlifting score. These proportions were from 1 to 1.35, while the best player in the category of 105 kg was in a much less favorable situation, his ratio being 1 to 2.05. The comparison in In compiling the calculations, one must also take into account the impact of other factors, such as, according to Milicerowa, the ratio of the fat to lean body [6] , which is higher among people with higher weight. The author believes that the relationship between body mass and fat takes fairly wide limits of variation and, in consequence, players with a high body mass and a relatively low percentage of body fat can be encountered. Similar relations also apply to intensively training athletes, such as throwers in athletics, and martial arts and weightlifting contestants in heavy weight categories. Consequently, with increasing bodyweight, reduction in relative strength is observed. This phenomenon is reflected in the records lifting weights.
In English, the adipose tissue is called "dead weight", useless in the motor activities and correlating highly negatively with motor abilities. Relatively lower results of massively built contestants in heaviest categories are consistent with Ważny's [7] thesis, that the "big man's" efficiency is proportionately lower than the efficiency of the "small man". It depends to a very large extent on the ratio of active tissue, defined as lean body, to passive tissue -fat. The negative impact of high body mass on sporting achievements suggests that there should be an upper limit for lean body mass. Forbes (source: Batterham and George) [8] estimates it at 100 kg in males and 65 kg in females, and the increase in weight above those values is mainly through increased fat tissue, provided that the contestants do not use anabolic-androgenic steroids or other measures of this kind. The use of steroids can change the upper limit of lean body of a man.
If Forbes's statement should be treated as an authoritative one, it can be assumed that some contestants' scores are achieved without abiding the rules. Nowadays, methods of leaving no traces of xenon or argon inhalations (stimulating the production of testosterone and erythropoietin in the body) are used. Putting them on the list of prohibited measures is planned on 1 January 2015.
Sinclair's statement [1], commenting on the possibilities of the heaviest contestants, is also very important. In his opinion, increasing the beneficial factors such as muscle mass and limb length (lever arms) affecting the rate of movement of the barbell, is combined with an increase in adverse factors, as the contestant must move his own increased body mass with the barbell, which he lifts higher. As a result, increase in the performance decreases to 0, and even regression may be observed. Sinclair classified contestants in category from +110 kg (division in force from 1983) into two groups: the first includes contestants who train and eat like weightlifters in the lighter category; the second includes those who have psychological dependence on very large meals and usually say they do not feel strong enough if their weight does not exceed 140 kg. Batterham and George [8] , confirm Sinclair's remarks [1], highlighting the deterioration in lifting techniques by excessive fatness of ventral or gluteal-femoral parts, which may interfere with maintaining the vertical trajectory of the barbell.
Summary
The new formula passed the test for being the criterion for the practical utility of score equalization in basic weight classes (48-75 kg and 56-105 kg) thanks to its quality, surpassing that of the currently used Sinclair coefficients conversions. The difficulties associated with using this model for heavier categories stem from those categories' specificity in terms of value, diversity and of result configuration in the ranking list (appendix). In the conducted tests, correction in women's results up to 113 kg and in men's results up to 138 kg was achieved. However, further actions require an unambiguous definition of the upper limit of the parity between contestants' weight and the coefficients correcting their scores to be devised by the Polish Association of Weightlifting.
Conclusions
The very significant impact of high body mass on scores requires adopting the final coefficient at 130-135 kg for women and at 150-155 kg for men. 
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